
2022 Classical Chinese Poetry Recitation Contest 

To enrich Chinese language learning and showcase students’ Chinese learning 

achievements, Confucius Institute in Coquitlam is organizing a classical Chinese poetry 

recitation contest. Let the poetry lead us to appreciate the beauty of the Chinese language. 

Details of the Chinese classical poetry recitation contest: 

1. Competition Categories

The competition is open to students from Kindergarten to Grade 12 in BC. Contestants 

are either Canadian citizens or permanent residents of Canada. There is a “Heritage” 

group (one or more parents are heritage Chinese speakers) and a “Non-Heritage” group 

(neither parent is a heritage Chinese speaker) for each grade of the K-12 grades. 

2. Entry Requirements

All entries in this competition must be classical Chinese poems. Contestants can select 

their own classical Chinese poetry material.  

Entry format: Recorded MP3 file 

Duration of recording: 

   K-Gr.6: no more than 1 minute； 

   Gr.7-Gr.12: no more than 1.5 minutes. 

Submissions: Please submit recordings to http://songdu.bisai.ca 

All recorded files should be named in the following format: 

Full name of the contestant + Grade + Heritage or Non-Heritage + Title of poem + Author 

Example: MaryZhang7Heritage 把酒问月李白 

http://songdu.bisai.ca/


3. Judges

The judges of the contest consist of Chinese teachers, Chinese language teaching 

researchers and broadcasting professionals.  

4. Award

The organizer will award First prize, Second prize, Third prize, Special Award and 

Organizational Coaching Award. Every contestant will receive a certificate. Winners will 

be awarded both certificate and prize. 

5. Timeline

The competition is open from now until December 31, 2022. All entries should be 

submitted to our designated web site before the deadline. The judging time will be from 

January 1- January10, 2023. The winners of this contest will be announced online on 

January 15, 2023.  

For more information, please contact: gdscsd2020@gmail.com 

Please refer to Confucius Institute in Coquitlam for more information and the latest 

updates of the contest (http://legacy.internationaled.com/CLCI/) 
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